The eigenvalue problem of the Stokes operator is solved for an incompressible fluid contained between two coaxial cylinders of infinite height. Flow field patterns and spectra of the eigenmodes ("Stokes modes") are offered. Furthermore, in finite dimensional subspaces generated by these Stokes modes, the eigenproblem for the Navier-Stokes operator linearized about the laminar Taylor-Cou ette flow is studied. Although the spectrum's qualitative features are still correct, we quantitatively obtain wrong results. We trace this back to a Gibbs like phenomenon of higher order derivatives of the flow field as probable source, since the Stokes modes do not reflect the discontinuity arising from different velocities at both cylinders.
Introduction
One of the basic techniques in solving fluid dynam ical problems is mode decomposition: one approxi mates the partial differential equation for the time evolution of the velocity field (i.e., the Navier-Stokes equation) by a finite set of ordinary differential equa tions. Especially in the context of investigating hydrodynamic instabilities this method -often denoted as Galerkin method -seems pretty useful. In this paper, however, we demonstrate for the well known Taylor instability [1] , that an evident choice of the set of the expansion modes can lead to erroneous results.
The instabilities of fluid motion between rotat ing coaxial cylinders ("Taylor-Couette system") have been investigated since about one hundred years. Chandrasekhar [2] has established a simple but power ful Galerkin-type method to calculate the onset of linear instability caused by the rotation of the inner cylinder. Up till now his method has been used in a variety of problems in hydrodynamics [3] . Its basic idea is to eliminate analytically as many components of the Navier-Stokes equation as possible and expand the remaining fields into a suitable set of modes. The field components that are eliminated analytically are selected by convenience and therefore somewhat arbi trarily. But one can also expand the stream function into a series of modes [4] or decompose the whole velocity field into vector modes [5] , thereby treating all velocity components in the same manner. This latter method is not restricted to linear stability theory but Reprint requests to Prof. Dr. S. Grossmann, Fachbereich Physik, Universität Marburg, Renthof 6, W-3550 Marburg, FRG.
can be extended to deal with nonlinear mode inter action in a straight forward way.
The geometry of the system under consideration is shown in Figure 1 .1. We restrict ourselves to cylinders of large aspect ratio F, i.e., effects generated by the bottom or top plates are neglected.
The motion of an incompressible fluid is governed by the Navier-Stokes equation (NSE):
together with the continuity equation
U(x, t) stands for the velocity field, P(x, t) denotes the pressure per unit mass and v is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. Equations (1.1) and (1.2) admit the laminar solution with U0(x, t)= U 0(r) ev , U0(r) = A r +~. r dQ + P0(ru t),
The no slip condition at the cylinder walls determines the constants A and B for the laminar Couette flow in terms of the Reynolds numbers and the radius ratio rj:
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(1-6) (1.7)
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eters are the radius ratio t] = rl/r2, the aspect ratio f = L/d, the inner (cor) and outer (a>2) cylinder's angular velocities, and the inner and outer Reynolds numbers 2, with J?2 = rxojJd/v, x= 1, 2.
All numerical values that are given in the next sections will refer to multiples of the slit width d as the length scale and to the viscous diffusion time d2/v as the time scale, v/d will serve to measure velocities and v2/d2 does it for the kinematic pressure.
Mode Decomposition
In order to transform the NSE (1.1) into a set of ordinary differential equations, we first subdivide the velocity field U{x, t) into the basic Couette flow U0(x) and a perturbation u(x, f), which is not necessarily small. The same we do for the pressure P(x, t).
U (x,t)= U 0(x) + u(x,t), (2.1)
Next, the deviation of the velocity from the laminar profile is decomposed into a set of modes:
The index j here labels the modes (not the components of the velocity).
The NSE and the continuity equation now read
In this dimensionless form of the NSE it is v = 1, but we keep v in (2.4) as a marker.
Three restrictions on the set of modes {«/(*)} make these equations more convenient:
• First we demand each mode «,(*) to satisfy the boundary condition Uj(r)|r=ri>r2 = 0.
• Second we require V • W / = 0 for all modes Uj.
• Third the number of modes N is taken as finite.
Thus the no slip condition at the cylinder walls and the continuity equation are trivially fulfilled by the ansatz (2.3).
To eliminate the pressure we take the curl on both sides of (2.4). using the abbreviation coj := rot Uj. This is a set of ordinary differential equations for the expansion coefficients aj(t), in principle infinite, practi cally approximated by a finite set. The first term on the r.h.s. of (2.7) represents the stirring influence of the basic profile U0, the second and damping term is due to viscosity and the last one comes from the NSE nonlinearity and yields a nonlinear mode interaction.
Stokes Modes

Calculation of the Stokes Modes
Of course, requiring vanishing divergence and no slip boundary conditions does not determine the set of modes uniquely. So one still has some freedom to choose a convenient or the most appropriate set.
Since the eigenvalue problem of the Stokes operator (i.e., the linearized Navier-Stokes operator with vanish-ing U0) can be solved almost analytically, it seems evident to use its eigenmodes (hereafter called "Stokes modes") as the basis for our expansion. This was also extensively done e.g. in [5] . So we first have to investi gate the solutions of the "Stokes equations" vzlw -Vp = -or u ,
with u(r)\r=n ro = 0 and periodic boundary conditions at z = 0, L.
When solving the eigenvalue problem (3.1), (3.2) one is faced with the fact that the Laplacean -when expressed in cylindrical coordinates -mixes the three components of the vector u. In order to separate this vector eigenvalue problem we make the ansatz [5] u = rot (ae.) + rot rot (b e,) + Vc (3.3)
with scalar functions a, b, c. The pressure is given then by a2 p = -c + p0 .
(3.4) v Every solution of (3.1), (3.2) in Taylor-Couette geome try can be expressed in the form (3.3), cf. [6] . Equation 
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♦ t t t t * . functions with different eigenvalues ay are orthogonal. Furthermore, the spectrum of the Stokes operator is negative definite, i.e., i 2 is real and positive.
Stokes Modes' Classification and Examples
One can classify the Stokes modes of the TaylorCouette system into eight classes of qualitatively dis tinct flow patterns. Table 3 .1 gives a list of them, whose discussion follows.
Each class consists of hierarchies i.e., subclasses of modes with fixed m and ß, but with an arbitrary num ber of nodes in radial direction apart from those at r , and r2. Examples are presented in Figs. 3.1-3.7 . They show the projections of the flow patterns and contour lines of the pressure on cross sections parallel and perpendicular to the cylinder axis. The radius ratio r] is 0.2. If the fluid flow near a wall approaches this wall, the pressure becomes positive; leaving the wall it gets negative.
By the choice of periodic boundary conditions in z-direction one identifies the top and the bottom of the cylinder. So, from a topological viewpoint, the flow domain is a toroidal shell, for which cp and z are the angle variables. But the metric distinguishes between cp and z: space is curved along ev but flat along e: .
By interchanging the variables (p and z in the Stokes mode of Fig. 3 .1, one gets a velocity field that is topo logical^ equivalent to Fig. 3 .2, and vice versa. In this sense classes 1 and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and 6 are dual.
The Eigenvalue Spectrum of the Stokes Modes
One can compare the eigenvalues of (3.1), (3.2) with the spectrum of the Laplacean in flat space field of the modes of class 7 although they are essen tially of type (3.12).) Figure 3 .8 shows the least stable eigenvalues of (3.1) and (3.2) for m= 1, ^ = 0.2. The lines indicated by an arrow belong to the modes of class 7. They can also be regarded as originating from (3.13), since their devia tion from the corresponding solutions of the Stokes equations (3.1), (3.2) is smaller than the line width. The other eigenvalues are of class 8.
In a flat geometry (e.g. in the Rayleigh-Benard sys tem) there would be no distinction between modes of class 3, 4, and 7 or modes of class 5, 6, and 8, respec tively. But in our curved geometry this degeneracy is removed since, for example, the rolls are either parallel to e. (class 5) or parallel to eip (class 6) or oblique (class 8).
Quite generally the Stokes spectrum follows quite closely the spectrum of the Laplacean except for the just mentioned proviso.
Linear Stability of the Laminar Taylor-Couette Flow
Critical Reynolds Number
To test how suitable it is to use the Stokes modes in the expansion (2.3) we tried to reproduce the well known linear instability for axisymmetric distur bances of the Couette flow induced by a resting outer and a rotating inner cylinder. Therefore we calculated the matrix elements Wu, Ll7, and Du of (2.7) to study the eigenvalue problem (Although U0 does not vanish at the cylinder walls, the boundary terms again vanish since only U0 ■ er appears.) Both methods lead to the same results.
The peculiarity of the eigenvalue problem (4.1) is that it is not Hermitean. Nevertheless, for m -0 the spectrum can be shown to be invariant under complex conjugation. Matrix elements of Lu for different values of m or ß vanish because of the orthogonality of the exponentials in (3.8) -(3.10). Therefore (4.1) has block diagonal form. We took 10... 50 modes, labeled by their radial node number, per block. The solution of (4.1) was carried out by standard eigenvalue solvers of the IMSL-library. The eigenvalues converged very well with increasing numbers of modes; 15 modes were enough to obtain an accuracy of 10~4.
The critical inner Reynolds numbers were found to be qualitatively right but shifted from the correct values (cf. [1 -3] ) by an amount of 10% to 30%. Fig  ures 4 .1 and 4.2 display this. Solid lines show the actual onset of linear instability (see e.g. [3, 7, 8] ), dashed lines give the results of the diagonalisation with m = 0 Stokes modes. The dependence of the crit ical Reynolds number on i] when rotating the inner cylinder and keeping the outer one fixed is plotted in Figure 4 .1. The dots are from [8] , the connecting line results from shooting methods as given in [9] . Fig  ure 4 .2 shows the onset of instability of axisymmetric modes in the system of independently rotating cylin ders of radius ratio // = 0.9. Heavy lines and thin lines belong to the critical inner Reynolds numbers Mx cr and to the critical wavenumbers ßcr, respectively.
A Gibbs Phenomenon
Why does the Stokes mode expansion give sys tematically quantitatively wrong results? To answer Integrating by parts and using (3.1) one gets this question, we take the correct eigenfunction wcr(jc) at instability threshold /. = 0 and expand it into a series of Stokes modes:
/ " c r . » \ N «crto = " e r , » ~ I ("j I "cr> "j =■ «'cr' • (4-5) ViMcrfS(r)/ Again, uC T is obtained by shooting methods [9] . The approximation in the i?2 sense is already good (up to for N = 10. Figure 4 .3 shows the three com ponents of ucr, the deviation u[5 r0) -ucr is plotted in Figure 4 The oscillation amplitudes of A(w^) turn out not to decrease but even to diverge with increasing N. Now, the Lfj and matrix elements in the eigen value equation (4.1) in the iV-dimensional Stokes subspace contain up to three or four derivatives of the velocity components. The just obtained artificial oscil lations of the derivatives plausibly increase the influ ence of viscosity in (4.1), which we think explains why the range of stability of the laminar flow is systemati cally extended in the Stokes mode analysis of the Taylor-Couette eigenvalue problem.
The oscillations observed remind one of the Gibbs phenomenon found when Fourier analysing a discon tinuous function. What is discontinuous here? We think that it is the different angular velocity +oj2 of the inner cylinder compared to the outer one which is not yet present in the basis {«,} of Stokes modes. Neither the Stokes equations (3.1), (3.2) nor their boundary condition m = 0 take notice of cot +co2.
Adding "Handmade" Modes
In order to cure the Gibbs phenomenon for the higher derivatives of the flow field, we tried to add a few additional modes that were constructed with the intention to provide the system (4.1) with the possibil ity to compensate different boundary values for the derivatives at the cylinder walls. For instance we added in (2.3), and thus in (4.1) a mode of the form "hm = (f(r) er + ig(r) ez) e ißz, with /(r) = C ( r -r 1)2(r2-r ) 3 and g (r) = U^ + j j f { r ) .
Indeed, the eigenvalues were shifted towards the cor rect values. But for small ß the modes now became too unstable. Even the matrix D o f (4.1) was no longer negative definite if we took this handmade mode plus a few Stokes modes, since <(ohm \ Acohm) becomes posi tive for small values of ß. This undesirably would mean that the Taylor-Couette system with resting cylinders would be unstable to small ß perturbations.
Conclusion
The projection of the infinite dimensional dynamics, generated by the Navier-Stokes equation, onto any finite dimensional subspace spanned by a set of modes of course always leads to approximation errors. One hopes, however, that they will become negligible if the dimension of the subspace is large enough. Our exam ple shows that this hope can fail.
By definition the Stokes modes are the eigenmodes of the Taylor-Couette system with resting cylinders. Using these modes as an orthonormalized expansion set for the eigenmodes in the case of differently rotat ing cylinders fails. One can show by linear perturba tion theory that the error in the eigenvalues -calcu lated in the context of this expansion -grows quadratically with the Reynolds number associated with that rotation. The corresponding eigenmodes ex hibit a Gibbs phenomenon at the boundaries. We con jecture that similar effects will appear whenever one deals with differently moving walls in terms of Stokes modes. Chandrasekhars method to calculate the in stability [2] avoids the evaluation of higher derivatives of the flow field and therefore does not suffer from the Gibbs phenomenon that we observed. We detected the flaw of the Stokes mode expansion since we could compare with the correct and experimentally con firmed onset of the Taylor-Couette instability. In other situations, preferably in transition to turbulence due to shear profiles where no eigenvalues are crossing the imaginary axis (as e.g. in pipe flow) this compari son is not available. One should keep in mind the limited accuracy of Stokes mode expansions, never theless. The pipe flow results [5] might not be affected, since there are no moving walls. Investigating the di rect transition to turbulence without explicit instabil ity as it happens for rotating outer cylinder but nearly resting inner one in Taylor-Couette geometry, one better avoids a Stokes mode expansion [9] .
